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Defence Portfolio 

 
    INQUIRY QUESTION  

 
 
 
 

    (Question No. 6)   
 
Senator the Honourable Linda Reynolds asked the Department of Defence the following question, 
upon notice, on 20 November 2023: 
 
In relation to the minimum design standards, could you take on notice and provide us with some 
more information about that process and those considerations. [If you take the Hunter, for 
example, and what we've done with the DDGs, we could argue that we've got a much better 
understanding of what our capability designs are. We know that we're going to be using the CEA 
radar; we know that we've got Aegis. A lot of these systems now are more defined. Is that a 
consideration that will go into some of the lessons learnt and also make this process a little easier? 
We do actually know it's fifth generation and which advanced systems and interoperability 
requirements we've now got. That will change as the technology changes, but are we in a 
materially different circumstance now than we were five or six years ago? Yes, we can take that on 
notice. There's some work that Navy has done to develop our own naval classification standards. 
While, internally, we haven't yet run them by industry—and I think they need that lens—we can 
provide, I suppose, an early look at what they look like. I wouldn't want them to be branded as the 
answer at the moment, because, again, we haven't worked with industry and done some of the 
work with the class societies around that, but we can provide you what I would say—] 
Just an intent summary, I think, would be fine. 
 
The Department of Defence has provided the following answer to Senator Reynold’s question: 
 
The Australian Naval Classification (ANC) Framework was recently launched at Indo-Pacific 
Conference 2023. The ANC Framework was developed to determine the contemporary rule set 
that will apply for the design and construction of Australian Defence vessels.  
 
It updates and refines international and Australian standards and legislation into a single set of 
Australian Defence vessel design rules. This will support innovation and provide a blueprint for the 
classification of Australia’s Defence vessels. The rules will apply to all future Defence maritime 
capabilities purchased off the shelf or designed and constructed in Australia and overseas. 
Industry will continue to play a key role in assuring the seaworthiness of Defence vessels under 
the ANC Framework. 
 
Naval Classification requirements are substantially broader in scope than civilian vessel 
classification. The materiel regulations and rules for the safe and environmentally attuned design, 
construction, and maintenance of Australian Defence vessels, also consider fitness for stated 
Defence purposes. They not only include equivalent civilian ship safety and environmental 
considerations, but also requirements relating to Defence capability. This enables Defence to 
satisfy their mission tasking, recognising that they may suffer damage through routine 
circumstances and potentially as a result of conflict. 
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